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TMDLs FOR NONPOINT SOURCES IN KENTUCKY:
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF PRONSOLINO v.
MARCUS
HENRY L. STEPHENS, JR.* AND MONICA DIAS**
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the lingering controversies of the Clean Water Act
has been whether Congress intended nonpoint sources of water
pollution from logging, farming, and mining to be regulated as
stringently as industrial and municipal point sources.' The recent
groundbreaking decision in Pronsolino v. Marcus2 in California has
added to the controversy. For the first time, a federal court ruled that
the Clean Water Act ("the Act") authorized the United States
Environmental Protection Agency ("the EPA") to establish total
maximum daily loads ("TMDLs") for streams polluted only by
nonpoint sources of pollution.3 The United States District Court
decision gave new strength to the Clean Water Act's long-dormant
section 303(d),4 which has required each state to calculate the amount
of pollution a stream or lake can accommodate and still meet water
quality standards.5 The state then must allocate the amount of
allowable pollution among various sources along the stream or lake.
6
While the implementation of TMDLs for a point source has been a
relatively easy matter of including the calculation in the source's
discharge permit,7 implementing TMDLs for nonpoint sources has
been more difficult because those sources have no permit.
8
.Professor of Law, Salmon P. Chase College of Law, Northern Kentucky
University; Of Counsel, Greenebaum, Doll & McDonald PLLC, Covington, Kentucky.
.*Fourth-year law student, Salmon P. Chase College of Law, Northern Kentucky
University.
'Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-500, 86
Stat. 816 (1972) (current version at 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1376 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998)).
291 F. Supp. 2d 1337 (N.D. Cal. 2000).
3See id. at 1356. See also Press Release, U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, Federal
Court Issues Landmark Clean Water Decision, at http://www.epa gov/owow/tmdl/
pronsdecision.html (last visited Sept. 9, 2000) (stating that Pronsolino was "the first decision to
squarely address the issue").433 U.S.C. § 1313(d) (1994).
5See generally Anthony P. Tokarz, Rivers and Streams: Potential Impact of
Proposed Water Quality Standards on Mineral Development, 14 1. NAT. RESOURCES & ENVTL.
L. 187, 188-89 (1998-1999) (describing "the status of this contentious TMDL program at the
EPA level" in West Virginia and Kentucky).
61d. at 188.
7See Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 § 402, 33 U.S.C. §
1342 (1994). See also Tokarz, supra note 7, at 188. The author notes: "Once TMDLs are
established, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES") permits must be
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What would be the effect in Kentucky and upon Kentucky
waters if a federal court was to make the ruling in Pronsolino
applicable to the Commonwealth? Opinions vary. The Kentucky
Division of Water, the agency authorized to enforce the Clean Water
Act for waters of the commonwealth, predicts that Pronsolino would
have little effect in Kentucky because the state already writes TMDLs
for streams and lakes polluted only by nonpoint sources. 9 Others
predict that such a ruling would have sweeping ramifications for
farmers, timber loggers, and residential and commercial developers
who routinely disturb the soil and conduct other activities that cause
sediment, chemicals and other pollutants to wash into streams and
lakes during rainfalls. 10 Whatever the viewpoint, Kentucky is fertile
ground for the debate at issue in Pronsolino. At least 2,496 miles of
Kentucky's streams and 33 lakes are impacted only by nonpoint
sources of pollution. I I
This article examines the potential significance of the
Pronsolino decision in Kentucky. Part II explains the relevant
sections of the Clean Water Act which give rise to the debate joined
in Pronsilino, including section 303(d). Part III examines the parties'
arguments and the United States District Court's reasoning in
Pronsolino. Part IV discusses the impact that Pronsolino would have
if the ruling were law in Kentucky. Part V summarizes EPA's recent
rule implementing the Act's TMDL provision.12 Part VI offers someconcluding thoughts.
II. STATUTORY BACKGROUND
Several sections of the Clean Water Act came into play in
Pronsolino. Specifically, the parties debated the Act's treatment of
the two major sources of water pollution: point sources and nonpoint
sources. A general understanding of the goals and policies of the
Clean Water Act, its distinction between point and nonpoint sources,
and the states' responsibilities in writing TMDLs for streams and
issued and/or revised to allow the receiving stream to achieve attainment of the water quality
standards." id.
8See generally, Oliver A. Houck, TMDLs, Are We There Yet?: The Long Road
Toward Water Quality-Based Regulation Under the Clean Water Act, 27 ENVTL. L. REP.
10,391, 10,399-401 (1997).
9
See infra notes 254-73 and accompanying text.
loSee infra notes 274-82, 291-98, and 326-29 and accompanying text.
"See infra notes 244-47 and accompanying text. See generally KY. NAT.
RESOURCES AND ENVTL. PROTECTION CABINET & UNIV. OF KY. COLLEGE OF AGRIC.,
KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE ASSESSMENT REPORT (March 1999) (listing impaired streams
and lakes and noting whether they are impaired by point sources and/or nonpoint sources).
"See Revisions Revisions to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Program in Support of Revisions to the Water Quality Planning and Management Regulation;
Final Rule, 65 Fed. Reg. 43,586 (2000) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pts. 9, 122, 123, 124,.and
130) [hereinafter TMDL Rule]. See also infra notes 299-310 and accompanying text.
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lakes that fail to meet the goals of the Act is necessary before tackling
the ruling in Pronsolino.
A. Basic Framework of the Clean Water Act
1. Point sources and Nonpoint Sources
The Act set an ambitious and, to date, unattainable goal to
"restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity
of the Nation's waters."' 3 To do so, the Act divided polluted waters
into two categories: those polluted by point sources and those
polluted by nonpoint sources. The Act defined point sources as "any
discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, including but not
limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete
fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding
operation, or vessel or other floating craft, from which pollutants are
or may be discharged.' 4 Nonpoint sources were not defined in the
Act, but they have come to be known as "diffuse" sources or
"polluted runoff."' 5  Nonpoint sources include "dirt, manure,
fertilizer, farm and lawn chemicals, oils and grease from city streets
and parking lots, nutrient and toxic contaminants from the
atmosphere, contaminants from tire and brake pad wear,
contaminants from abandoned mines, and other pollutants [that] are
carried into the nation's waters."' 6 In short, if water pollution does
not come from a point source, it comes from a nonpoint source.
17
The Act's declaration of goals and policies' 8 treated point
sources and nonpoint sources differently. Where the Act set a goal of
eliminating discharges of pollutants into navigable waters by 1985,'9
a provision that applied only to point sources, 2° its goals for nonpoint
sources did not include a deadline for eliminating those sources of
1333 U.S.C. § 1251(a) (1994).
'433 U.S.C. § 1362(14) (1994).
"5NAT'L WILDLIFE FED'N, POLLUTION PARALYSIS I: CODE RED FOR WATERSHEDS 1
(2000) availabl at http://www.nwf.org/watersheds (last visited Sept. 30, 2000) [hereinafter
POLLUTION PARALYSIS I1].
'6U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, Liquid Assets 2000: America's Water Resources at
a Turning Point at http://www.epa.gov/owfliquidassets/challenges.html (last visited Sept. 30,
2000).
"STEVEN FERREY, ENVTL. LAW 197 (1997). The author supplies a definition for
the term "nonpoint source": "It includes everything that is not a 'point source' or not associated
with a discrete point of discharge" Id.
"8See33 U.S.C. § 1251 (1994).
"9See 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a)(1)(1994).
"5See 33 U.S.C. § 1362(12) (1994), which states:
The term "discharge of a pollutant" and the term "discharge of pollutants" each
means (A) any addition of any pollutant to navigable waters from any point source, (B) any
addition of any pollutant to the waters of the contiguous zone or the ocean from any point
source other than a vessel or other floating craft. Id. (emphasis added).
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pollution. Instead, the Act announced a national policy "that
programs for the control of nonpoint sources of pollution be
developed and implemented in an expeditious manner so as to enable
the goals of this chapter to be met through the control of both point
and nonpoint sources of pollution. ''2' This left nonpoint source
controls to the states, consistent with the states' role in regulating
land use and land use planning.
22
2. The States' Historic Authority
Prior to 1972, the task of regulating the nation's streams and
lakes was almost exclusively left to the states. 23 States were required
to develop water quality standards for streams and lakes within their
boundaries 24 "to establish the maximum level of pollution allowable
in interstate waters" and "to provide an avenue of legal action against
polluters., 25 Those standards created a regulatory approach to control
that, as one commentator has described, "focused on the quality of
the receiving waters. If the receiving waters were found to be
polluted by a wastewater discharge from a factory, treatment plant, or
other source, the cause of the pollution would be identified and
appropriate restrictions and penalties imposed. 2 6 The standards thus
provided a loose, and largely unenforceable approach to pollution
control and regulation indirect method of regulating pollution.
27
Succinctly stated, the system of state-only control did not
work. States were to submit the standards to a federal agency by July
1, 1967,28 but only twenty-seven of fifty-four jurisdictions had done
2133 U.S.C. § 1251(a)(7) (1994).
2See FERREY, supra note 19, at 197. The author notes the states' historic role in
regulating nonpoint sources: "As a generalization, nonpoint source pollution emanates from
land use. Therefore, to control nonpoint pollution, land use activities must be controlled. The
federal government historically has left this area of regulation to the states." Id.
13S. REP. No. 92-414, at 1 (1972), reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 3669. The
report distinguishes the historical differences in the roles of the federal government and the
states in regulating water pollution: For more than two decades, Federal legislation in the field
of water pollution control has been keyed primarily to an important principle of public policy:
The States shall lead the national effort to prevent, control and abate pollution. As a corollary,
the Federal role has been limited to support of, and assistance to, the States. Id.
24See id. at 2, reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 3669. See also id. at 8,
reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 3675, noting that under previous federal law "water
quality standards were to be set as the control mechanism. States were to decide the uses of
water to be protected, the kinds and amounts of pollutants to be permitted, the degree of
pollution abatement to be required, the time to be allowed a polluter for abatement." Id.
'Id _ at 4, reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 367 1.26
Daniel V. Hyde, Are TMDLs the Answer for Cleaning the Nation's Waters? 23
L.A. LAW. 15 (2000).
2"See Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337, 1341 (N.D. Cal. 2000). The court
said, "Such standards did not identify and directly regulate pollutants. Rather, they stated a
desired condition of the water. Reasonable discharges were inherently permitted under these
standards." ld. at 1341.
"See S. REP. NO. 92-414, at 2 (1972), reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 3669.
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so more than four years later.29  Enforcement was lax, 30 and
information was scarce concerning dischargers, amounts and kinds of
pollution, abatement measures, and compliance. 31 Congress stepped
in with major changes in 1972 that represented a shift toward
controlling pollution at the source.
32
3. Technology-Based Standards v. Water Quality Standards
The Clean Water Act de-emphasized the importance of water
quality standards as a control mechanism for cleaning up the nation's
waters. 33 Instead, the Act mandated control of the source of pollution
under technology-based effluent limitations that appeared in a new
permitting system called the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System ("NPDES").3 4  Under section 301, 35  "the
regulatory focus shifted from the quality of the receiving waters to
the quality of the effluent coming out of the discharge pipe."
36
However,these effluent standards applied only to point sources.37
Nonpoint sources were ostensibly regulated under section
208,38 which required each state to identify nonpoint sources of
pollution and "set forth procedures and methods (including land use
requirements) to control to the extent feasible such sources."39  In
1987, nonpoint sources received fresh attention when Congress
291d. at 4, reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 3671. The jurisdictions included
the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Id.
3
Id. at 5, reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 3672.31/d. at 6, reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 3673.
32S. REP. No. 92-414, at 7-8 (1972). reprinted in 1972 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3668, 3675-76.
3
11d. at 8, reprinted in U.S.C.C.A.N 3668, 3675.
34Jd. The Senate Report states:
Under this Act the basis of pollution prevention and elimination
will be the application of effluent limitations. Water quality will be a measure
of program effectiveness and performance, not a means of elimination and
enforcement.
The Committee recommends the change to effluent limits as the
best available mechanism to control water pollution. With effluent limits, the
Administrator can require the best control technology; he need not search for a
precise link between pollution and water quality. Id. See also 33 U.S.C. §
1342 (1994) (requiring an NPDES permit for the discharge of any pollutant
from a point source).
333 U.S.C. § 1311 (1994).36Hyde, supra note 28, at 15.37See 33 US.C. § 1311 (b)(l)(A) (1994) (referring to "effluent limitations for point
sources"); See also 33 U.S.C. § 131 l(b)(2)(A) (1994) (referring to effluent limitations for
categories and classes of point sources).
333 U.S.C. § 1288 (1994).
3933 U.S.C. § 1288(b)(2)(F) (1994) (requiring such procedures for agriculture and
silviculture runoff); 33 U.S.C. § 1288(b)(2)(G) (1994) (requiring such procedures for mine-
related sources of pollution, including abandoned surface and underground mine runoff); 33
U.S.C. § 1288(b)(2)(H) (1994) (requiring such procedures for sources of pollution related to
construction activity).
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enacted section 319,40 requiring each state to identify waters polluted
by nonpoint sources,4 ' identify best management practices ("BMPs")
to reduce nonpoint source pollution,42 and submit for the EPA's
approval a management program to control nonpoint sources.43
States with approved plans would be eligible to receive federal grants
to implement their nonpoint source management programs.44
Despite the emphasis on effluent limits and technology-based
standards, the de-emphasized water quality standards remained alive
in the Act. Section 302 required effluent limitations to be established
to reflect the quality of a receiving stream or lake when discharges
from point sources "would interfere with the attainment or
maintenance of that water quality . . . ,,45 Thus, a point source's
NPDES permit could include "quantitative and descriptive" criteria
that would impose limitations greater than the technology-based
effluent limitations if necessary to allow the stream to meet or
maintain water quality.46 However, much of the remaining influence
of water quality standards, and much of the future of regulation of
nonpoint sources, rested in section 303, 47 which contained nearly the
exact provision for TMDLs.
B. Section 303 and TMDLs
1. Provisions for Water Quality Standards
Section 303 required states to promptly develop water quality
standards; if they refused, EPA would step in and promulgate
standards applicable to such states. 48 A state's water quality standards
4033 U.S.C. § 1329 (1994 & Supp. 1998).41See 33 U.S.C. § 1329(a)(l)(A) (1994).
42See 33 U.S.C. § 1329(a)(l)(C) (1994).43
See 33 U.S.C. § 1329(b)(1) (1994).
"4See 33 U.S.C. § 1329(h)(1) (1994).
4'33 U.S.C. § 1312(a) (1994). Through water quality standards, the Act aspired to
assure "protection of public health, public water supplies, agricultural and industrial uses, and
the protection and propagation of a balanced population of shellfish, fish and wildlife, and
allow recreational activities in and on the water ... " I.
'WILLIAM H. RODGERS, JR., ENVTL. LAW § 4.7, at 343 (2d ed. 1994). The author
describes the difference between quantitative and descriptive criteria:
Examples of quantitative criteria are: not less than 5 parts per
million of dissolved oxygen or more than 500 micrograms per liter of
dissolved solids or more than 200 fecal coliform per 100 milliliters of water.
Examples of descriptive criteria are: surface waters must be "free from floating
debris, scum and other floating materials attributable to municipal, industrial or
other discharges or agricultural practices in amounts sufficient to be unsightly
or deleterious." Id. at 343-344 (citations ommitted).
"733 U.S.C. § 1313 (1994).
"
t
See 33 U.S.C. § 1313(a) (1994).
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were to consist of water quality criteria and designated uses.49 Water
quality criteria have been defined as "ambient water standards, or
legal expressions of permissible amounts of pollutants allowed in a
defined water segment. "5° Designated uses "assign[] segments of
water to certain classes and defin[e] the classes by reference to use."
5'
Section 303 required states to adopt designated uses or risk the EPA
taking on that chore for the states.52
Kentucky's water quality criteria are listed extensively in
revised regulations that were promulgated 1999. 53  Kentucky's
categories of designated uses54 are warm water aquatic habitat, 55 cold
water aquatic habitat,56 primary contact recreation water,57 secondary
contact recreation waters,58 domestic water supply,59 and outstanding
state resource water. 60 One, some or all of those designated uses are
assigned to a specific list of surface waters;61 those waters that are not
on the list are, by default, designated for the use of warm water
aquatic habitat, primary contact recreation, secondary contact
recreation, and domestic water supply.62  Water quality criteria are
established to protect the designated use of surface waters; thus,
discharges into Kentucky's surface waters must comply with the
49See33 U.S.C. § 1313(c)(2)(A) (1994). See also 26 Ky. Admin. Reg. 1119,1130
(Dec. 1, 1999) (amending 401 KAR 5:002 § 1(32 1)) (defining water quality standard as "an
administrative regulation promulgated by the cabinet establishing the designated use of a
surface water and the water quality criteria necessary to maintain and protect that designated
use."). 5 5RODGERS, supra note 48, at 343.
"I1d. at 344. "Thus, Class A waters must be suitable for recreation, and Class B
waters suitable 'for the growth and propagation of fish, other aquatic and semi-aquatic life both
marine and freshwater...I.' ld. (citations omitted).
52See 33 US.C. 1313(c)(4) (1994).
"See 26 Ky. Admin. Reg. 1119, 1148 (Dec. I, 1999) (amending 401 KAR 5:031).
ld. at 1131 (amending 401 KAR 5:026 § l(2)(a)-(O).
5S1d. at 1130 (amending 401 KAR 5:002 § 1(317)) (defining warm water aquatic
habitat as "any surface water and associated substrate capable of supporting indigenous warm
water aquatic life.").
561d. at 1121 (amending 401 KAR 5:002 § 1(54)) (defining cold water aquatic
habitat as "surface waters and associated substrate that will support indigenous aquatic life or
self-sustaining or reproducing trout populations on a year-round basis.").
"Id. at 1127 (amending 401 KAR 5:002 § 1(227)) (defining primary contact
recreation water as "those waters suitable for full body contact recreation during the recreation
season of May I through October 31 .").
5g26 Ky. Admin. Reg. 1119, 1127 (Dec. I, 1999) (amending 401 KAR 5:002 §
1(259)) (defining secondary contact recreation waters as "those waters that are suitable for
partial body contact recreation, with minimal threat to public health due to water quality.").
591d. at 1122 (amending 401 KAR 5:002 § 1(82)) (defining domestic water supply as
"surface waters that with conventional treatment are suitable for human consumption through a
public water system .. .culinary purposes, or for use in any food or beverage processing
industry; and meet state and federal regulations under the Safe Drinking Water Act, as
amended, 42 USC 300f- 300j.").
601d. at 1126 (amending 401 KAR 5:002 § 1(207)) (defining outstanding state
resource water as "a surface water designated ... as an outstanding state resource water
pursuant to 401 KAR 5:031 .").
611d. at 1132-40 (amending 401 KAR 5:026 § 5).
62
1d. at 1132 (amending 401 KAR 5:026 § 5(2)).
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established water quality criteria in order to maintain and protect the
designated use of the receiving stream or lake.63
2. TMDLs
Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act required each state to
"identify those waters within its boundaries for which the effluent
limitations . . . are not stringent enough to implement any water
quality standard applicable to such waters." 64 The states then were to
establish a priority ranking of those impaired waters.65 In essence, if
a stream or lake could not attain the goals of the Clean Water Act
through effluent limitations alone, then the waterway would "join a
list of unfinished business" that would identify those waters that
needed more help. 66 Each state then was to establish a TMDL for the
waters on the prioritized list. 67 Specifically, the Act required that:
Each State shall establish for the waters
identified in paragraph (1)(A) of this
subsection, and in accordance with the priority
ranking, the total maximum daily load, for
those pollutants which the Administrator
identifies under section 1314(a)(2) of this title
as suitable for such calculation. Such load
shall be established at a level necessary to
implement the applicable water quality
standards with seasonal variations and a
margin of safety which takes into account any
lack of knowledge concerning the relationship
between effluent limitations and water
quality.
68
6326 Ky. Admin. Reg. 1119, 1148-55 (Dec. 1, 1999) (amending 401 KAR 5:031).
The statement of necessity, function, and conformity that precedes the list of water quality
criteria states the connection between the criteria and designated uses:
This administrative regulation establishes water quality standards
which consist of designated legitimate uses of the surface waters of the
Commonwealth and the associated water quality criteria necessary to protect
those uses. These water quality standards are minimum requirements that
apply to all surface waters in the Commonwealth of Kentucky in order to
maintain and protect them for designated uses. Id at 1148.
433 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(l)(A) (1994).
5
See id.
66Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337, 1343 (N.D. Cal. 2000).67
See 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(1)(C) (1994).
68Id. The reference to 33 U.S.C. § 1314(a)(2) means that TMDLs were required for
pollutants that the EPA identified as suitable for calculation. See 33 U.S.C. § 1314(a)(2)(D)
(1994). See also Pronsolino, 91 F- Supp. 2d at 1344 (noting that "EPA long ago stated that 'all'
pollutants were suitable for such calculation).
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The states were required to submit the list of impaired waters
and the TMDL calculations to the EPA, which would approve or
disapprove the list and the calculations.
69 If the EPA disapproved the
prioritized list and TMDLs, the EPA was required to develop them.
70
Whether the states or the EPA wrote the TMDLs, the calculations
were to be incorporated into the state's planning process under section
303(e). 71 The TMDL process has been summarized as follows:
States identify specific waters where problems
exist or are expected; States set priorities;
States allocate pollutant loadings among point
and nonpoint sources; and EPA approves State
actions or acts in lieu of the State if necessary.
Point and nonpoint sources then reduce
pollutants to achieve the pollutant loadings
established by the TMDL through a wide
variety of Federal, State, Tribal, and local
authorities, program, and initiatives.
72
Once TMDLs were established, states were charged with
implementing them. For point sources, implementation meant
revising a NPDES permit to include the TMDL.
73  For nonpoint
sources, however, there was no such clear-cut method of
implementation. As one commentator has noted: "[F]or nonpoint
sources, here is the rub: there are no federal controls over nonpoint
sources under the Clean Water Act. For these sources the §303(d)
program leads, ultimately, to a state prerogative.
7 4
However, states have been slow to establish TMDLs, much
less implement them. 75 For many years after passage of the Clean
Water Act, the provision for TMiDLs was viewed by the EPA and the
states as a low priority.76 For example, Kentucky's first TMDL was
published in 1990, nearly twenty years after the Act was passed.
77
While states concentrated on writing and monitoring NPDES permits
for point sources, pollution from nonpoint sources became the
'9See 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(2) (1994).
?old.
71 d. The continuing planning process "was to address 'adequate implementation' of
all water-quality standards, had to include plans incorporating TMDLs, and had to address
'nonpoint sources of pollution."' Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1345.72Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1340 n.4.
73See Tokarz, supra note 7, at 188.
74See Houck, supra note 10, at 10,399.
75d. at 10,392.761d.
77E-mail from Kentucky Division of Water, TMDL Office, to authors (Oct. 17,
2000) (on file with authors). The Harrods Creek Water Quality report was published in 1990
and subsequently approved as a TMDL. Id.
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country's number one pollution problem. 78  The EPA has reported
that "[n]early 40 percent of the nation's assessed waters are not
meeting the standards states have set for them.... [T]he majority of
pollution problems are caused by runoff from city streets, rural areas,
and other diffuse sources. 7 9 Environmental groups, frustrated at the
"essentially voluntary nature ' ' 0 of section 319 regulation of nonpoint
sources and its "fail[ure] to reduce nonpoint source pollution,"'" have
turned to section 303(d) to force control of nonpoint source
pollution.8 2 Those groups have filed lawsuits to prod the EPA and
states to carry out section 303(d).8 3 Agriculture groups fought back
in Pronsolino v. Marcus, suing the EPA over the use of TMDLs to
impose pollution controls in a stream impaired only by nonpoint
sources.
III. PRONSOLINO V. MARCUS
A. Facts and Administrative History
Guido and Betty Pronsolino bought about 800 acres of
heavily logged timberland in Mendocino County, California, in
1960.84 They left the land alone for nearly forty years, then applied
for a state permit to harvest timber.8 5 The permit they received
included restrictions to reduce soil erosion into the nearby Garcia
River from timber cutting. 6 To comply with a TMDL that the EPA
had written for the Garcia River, the permit required the Pronsolinos
to, among other things, inventory controllable sediment sources from
all roads, landings, skid trails, and agricultural facilities; prevent
sediment loading caused by road construction; retain some trees; cut
trees only during dry periods between May 1 and October 15; refrain
from building skid trails on certain slopes; and refrain from removing
trees from unstable areas.87 The Pronsolinos estimated the cost of
"See U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, Liquid Assets 2000: America's Water
Resources at a Turning Point at http://www.epa.gov/owAiquidassets/goodnews.html (last
visited Sept. 30, 2000) The report states: "Today's biggest threat to water quality is polluted
runoff." Id. at http://www.epa.gov/ow/liquidassets/challenges.html (last visited Sept. 30, 2000).
9 ld. at http://www.epa.gov/ow/liquidassets/goodnews.html (last visited Sept. 30,
2000).
S'Hyde, supra note 28, at 16.
8'David Zaring, Agriculture, Nonpoint Source Pollution, and Regulatory Control:
The Clean Water Act's Bleak Present and Future, 20 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 515,526 (1996).
82See Hyde, supra note 28, at 16.83See Tokarz, supra note 7, at 189-90 (noting that as of early 1998, more than twenty
suits had been filed, with five notices of intent to sue pending).
"See Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at 6,
Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (No. C 99-01828 WHA)
[hereinafter Plaintiffs' Memorandum].
851d.
86See Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337, 1338 (N.D. Cal. 2000)
"See Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1338 n.2.
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complying with those requirements exceeded $750,000.88 In
addition, two other landowners who wanted to harvest timber in the
Garcia River watershed faced similar restrictions that would cost one
property owner $10,602,000 and the other owner $962,000.89
The permit restrictions were the result of a battle over
establishing a TMDL for the Garcia River.90 The river "once
flourished as a spawning ground for cold-water fish such as coho
salmon and steelhead trout," but soil erosion from logging had
washed into the river over several years and damaged spawning
grounds for those fish.9' In 1992, the EPA required California to add
the Garcia River to its list of impaired waters under section 303(d) of
the Clean Water Act.92 The river and sixteen other stream segments
were impaired solely by nonpoint sources of pollution and natural
background conditions.93 California retained the seventeen stream
segments on its 1994, 1996 and 1998 section 303(d) lists that it
submitted to the EPA, but did not establish TMDLs for those
streams.
94
In 1995, environmental groups as well as a group of
fishermen sued the EPA to force the federal agency to establish a
TMDL for those streams, including the Garcia River.
95 A consent
decree in that case required TMDJLs for all seventeen stream
segments; the EPA established the TMDL for the Garcia River in
March 1998.96 The TMIDL set the total maximum amount of
sediment loading in the Garcia River at 552 tons per square mile per
year and allocated the load to the following categories: "(a) mass
wasting associated with roads; (b) mass wasting associated with
timber-harvesting activities; (c) erosion related to road surfaces; and
(d) erosion related to road and skid trail crossings and gullies from
diversions on roads and skid trails."97  To achieve the goal, the
amount of sediment that the EPA would allow in the Garcia River
had to be cut by sixty percent.98 That reduction was reflected in the
permit for the Pronsolinos. 99 California's North Coast Regional
Water Quality Control Board believed that it would lose federal
funding if it did not implement the TMDL that the EPA had
"See Plaintiffs' Memorandum at 8, Pronsolino (No. C 99-01828 WHA).
89See Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1340.
9'See Plaintiffs' Memorandum at 2-3, Pronsolino (No. C 99-01828 WHA).
9 'Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1338-39.
92See id. at 1339.93See Plaintiffs' Memorandum at 2, Pronsolino (No. C 99-01828 WHA).
941d.
9Sl. at 2-3.
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established for the Garcia River.100  On April 12, 1999, the
Pronsolinos, the Mendocino County Farm Bureau, the California
Farm Bureau Federation, and the American Farm Bureau Federation
sued the EPA and the agency's administrators under the
Administrative Procedure Act "to challenge EPA's authority to
impose TMDLs on rivers polluted only by timber-harvesting and
agricultural runoff and/or other nonpoint sources."'' The question
was "whether a TMDL was authorized at all" under the Clean Water




The plaintiffs contended that the EPA was not authorized to
regulate nonpoint sources through section 303(d). 10 3  They argued
that the Clean Water Act clearly distinguished how point and
nonpoint sources of pollution would be regulated. 1°4 Point sources
would be regulated under section 303(d), the statutory mechanism
that "brings the full regulatory authority of the federal government to
bear on point sources," and nonpoint sources would be regulated
under section 319, which leaves the job to state and local
governments. 10 5 Streams impacted by a blend of point and nonpoint
sources would be addressed by federal, state and local
governments.10 6 However, only point sources in those streams would
be regulated; nonpoint sources would be "merely 'accounted for' --
not controlled -- by the TMDL that follows."'1 7  The court in
Pronsolino stated the plaintiffs' position:
A water body that is impaired by both point
and nonpoint sources should be listed under
both Section 303(d) and Section 319(a)(1)(A)
and the point and nonpoint sources be
addressed pursuant to those respective listings.
A water polluted only by logging runoff or
Id. at 1340.
0'
5 Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1338. The defendants were Felicia Marcus,
regional administrator of the EPA's Region 9; Carol M. Browner, EPA administrator; and the






See generally Plaintiffs' Reply Brief and Opposition to Defendants' Cross Motion
for Summary Judgment at 10, Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (No.
C 99-01828 WHA) [hereinafter Plaintiffs' Reply Brief] (stating "While nonpoint sources must
do their share, Congress' decision to use a distinct statutory mechanism -- Section 319 - to
manage that nonpoint share must inform any construction of Section 303(d). In that light, the
defendants' arguments must fail.").
'°4See Plaintiffs' Reply Brief at 7, Pronsolino (No. C 99-01828 WHA).
'05d.
106id.
'0'See id- at 8-
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other nonpoint sources of pollution, like the
Garcia River, plaintiffs argue, should not be
listed and no TMDL should be prepared. 10
8
Two plaintiff-intervenors, the American Forest and Paper
Association and the California Forestry Association, argued that
TMDLs for streams polluted only by nonpoint sources were
unnecessary because state programs under section 319 were
working. 1° 9 As a result of those programs, which "improve forestry
practices and reduce water quality impacts of forestry activities
through 'best management practices' ('BMPs') and other common-
sense requirements,"' 10 the Garcia River was beginning to recover
from years of erosion "without benefit of the inflexible and arbitrary
restrictions imposed by virtue of EPA's TMDL."' t Responding to
concerns from the Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies
that point sources would be forced to bear disproportionate costs of
pollution control if the plaintiffs won their case, the plaintiff-
intervenors argued that addressing point sources through section 303
and nonpoint sources through section 319 fairly distributed the
burden of water-quality improvement.' 12
C. Defendants' Argument
The defendants argued that section 303(d) included nonpoint
sources in the TMDL process, and they found support in legislative
history."t 3 The defendants contended that Congress "intended TMDL
calculations to be performed for all waters, irrespective of the source
of pollution," and that "Congress intended TMDLs to be part of a
water-quality based approach that, by its nature, is not limited to
particular sources.""14  The defendants found support in section
108Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1346 (quoting Plaintiffs' Reply Brief at 8,
Pronsolino (No. C 99-01828)).
"'0See Plaintiff-intervenors' Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Summary
Judgment at 1, Pronsolino v, Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (No. C 99-01828)
[hereinafter Plaintiff-intervenors' Supplemental Memorandum].
1I ld.
"'ild. at 3.
"2See Response of Plaintiff-intervenors the American Forest & Paper Association
and California Forestry Association on Motions for Summary Judgment at 1, Pronsolino v.
Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (No. C 99-01828).
"3See Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and
Response to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment at II, Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp.
2d 1337 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (No. C 99-01828 WHA) [hereinafter Defendants' Memorandum].
The State of California filed amicus curiae briefs, and defendant-intervenors were the
Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies and the Pacific Coast Federation of
Fishermen's Associations.
"1'd. at 12.
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303(d)(3)," 5 which required states to estimate TMDLs for all waters
that did not have to be identified on the 303(d) list. 1 6 Therefore, all
waters, not just impaired waters that must be reported on each state's
303(d) list, were to be accounted for in the TMDL process. "i7 For the
defendants, section 303(d)(3) underscored the statutory authorization
of a TMDL for the Garcia River.1 8 The defendants argued: "Given
that 'all waters' obviously include those impaired by nonpoint
sources, even those impaired exclusively by nonpoint sources,
Congress unambiguously intended for 'total maximum daily loads' to
account for nonpoint source impairments."" 
9
The defendants agreed with the plaintiffs that the EPA could
not regulate nonpoint sources by requiring reductions in nonpoint
source contributions to water pollution. 20  The defendants saw the
issue as this: The Clean Water Act required TMDL calculations for
streams polluted by nonpoint sources, but it was still up to the states
to figure out how to reduce nonpoint source pollution. 2 ' The
defendants stated: "If any load reductions on a nonpoint source are
required by a regulatory control, such as a permit, it is because a State
has chosen to make the load allocation identified in a TMDL
mandatory." 22 In other words, if the regulatory hammer were to fall
on nonpoint sources, the arm swinging the blow belonged to the
states, not the EPA.123 The EPA's role was in ensuring that nonpoint
sources were accounted for in the TMDL process, but section 303(d)
"does not require the regulation of nonpoint sources."'124  The
defendants explained that while the EPA could work with states to
make sure TMDLs are implemented and could make implementation
'
5
See 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(3) (1994), which states:
For the specific purpose of developing information, each State shall
identify all waters within its boundaries which it has not identified under
paragraph (1)(A) and (I)(B) of this subsection and estimate for such waters the
total maximum daily load with seasonal variations and margins of safety, for
those pollutants which the Administrator identifies under section 1314(a)(2) of
this title as suitable for such calculation and for thermal discharges, at a level
that would assure protection and propagation of a balanced indigenous
population of fish, shellfish, and wildlife. !d.
i"See Defendants' Memorandum at 15, Pronsolino (No. C 99-01828 WHA).
117ld"




iDefendants' Memorandum at 22, Pronsolina (No. C 99-01828 WHA).
122ld"
i23See generally id. See, e.g., Oliver A. Houck, TMDLs IV: The Final Frontier, 29
ENVTL. L. REP. 10,469, 10,485 (1999) (explaining that states are "indispensable players" and
that TMDLs "respect state primacy")-
i
24
Defendants' Memorandum at 22-23, Prosilino (No. C99-01828 WHA) (emphasis
in original).
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a condition for grant funds, only the states could order nonpoint
sources to reduce runoff pollution. 125
The defendants disagreed with the plaintiffs' contention that
Congress intended nonpoint sources to be controlled solely through
section 319 without regard to section 303.126 Congress could not
have intended section 319 to be the only word on controlling
nonpoint sources; after all, section 319 was not enacted until 15 years
after the Clean Water Act. 127 The defendants noted: "[I]t is a peculiar
form of statutory interpretation that looks to the views of a
subsequent Congress to determine what the earlier one intended."
28
To the contrary, the defendants claimed that a plain reading of the
Clean Water Act and its legislative history showed that TMIDLs for
nonpoint sources were to be included in the overall statutory scheme
to address water quality in 1972.129 Once the TMDL had been
calculated under section 303, states were to use section 319 to
implement reductions on nonpoint sources through best management
practices. 130  States could choose from a menu of best management
practices "and implement those measures (voluntary or otherwise)
that are best designed to reduce pollutant loading."' 31 In this way,
section 303 and section 319 complemented each other, but section
319 did not override section 303.132
D. District Court Ruling
The court rejected all of the plaintiffs' arguments for four
reasons.133 First, the court disagreed that TMDLs were to be applied
only to point sources.' 34 The Act did not call for such a restriction;
instead, the Clean Water Act in section 303(d) expressly stated that
TMDLs were to be included in the states' continuing planning
process, which was "pertinent to nonpoint-source regulation.
' 35
Judge Alsup explained:
12SSee Defendants' Reply Brief at 7, Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337
(N.D. Cal. 2000) (No. C 99-01828 WHA).




291d at 11-12. The defendants stated that a plain reading of the act showed that
"Congress intended that TMDL calculations be performed for all waters and did not intend to
exclude nonpoint source impaired waters from the 303(d) list." Id. at 11.
'See Defendants' Reply Brief at 8-9, Pronsolino (No. C 99-01828 WHA).
1
311d. at 9.
1321d. The EPA argued: "Far from 'overriding' Section 319, Section 303(d) provides
States with analytic tools that complement and enhance the chances for success of their
nonpoint source management programs." Id.
133See Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337, 1346-47 (N.D. Cal. 2000).
"'Id. at 1346.
'35id
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Moreover, the TMDLs had to be set at levels
that would "implement" the applicable water-
quality standards. It would have been
impossible to do so without taking any
nonpoint sources into account as well as any
point sources. It seems evident that TMDLs
were intended, in part, to be used to help states
evaluate and develop land-management
practices to mitigate nonpoint-source
pollution. Otherwise, as one court has stated,
it would frustrate the "comprehensive
approach" adopted in the 1972 Act136
Second, the court noted the inconsistency of the plaintiffs'
argument when compared with the logic of section 303(d).'
37 The
starting point of section 303(d) required water quality standards for
all navigable waters. 1 38 Once those standards were established, states
were to identify waters for which effluent limits would not be
stringent enough to meet the standards.'
39  If technology-based
effluent limits on point sources would allow waters to meet water
quality standards, then those waters "were expressly excused from the
list." ' 40 If not, those waters had to be placed on the section 303(d)
list, regardless of the source of pollution.
1 41 The court stated:
Since all rivers and waters regardless of
pollution source were included in the universe
for which water-quality standards were
required, all of them -- again regardless of
source of pollution -- were included in the
universe for which listing and TMDLs were
required -- save and excluding only those for
which effluent limitations would be sufficient
to achieve compliance with standards.
142
Third, nonpoint sources were not mentioned in section 303(d)
because it was unnecessary to do so.'
43 "Any polluted waterway --
whether its sources were point, nonpoint or a combination -- had to







138Pronsolino v. Marcus, 91 F. Supp. 2d 1337 (N.D. Cal. 2000).
1391d. See also 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(1)(A) (1994).
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effluent limitations. 44 Excluding runoff contamination "would have
left a chasm in the otherwise 'comprehensive' statutory scheme" and
would have "crippled" the continuing planning process under section
303(e) by which states were to tackle nonpoint sources. 45  That
approach would have caused confusion, leaving states to guess "at
how to allocate the burden of cleanup between point and nonpoint
contributions of the same pollutant."
46
Finally, the court cited case law from the Ninth Circuit that,
although not entirely on point with the issue in Pronsolino, indicated
that section 303(d) included nonpoint sources.147 Most important
among those cases were Alaska Center for the Environment v.
Browner148 and Dioxin/Organochlorine Center v. Clarke.4 9  In
Alaska Center, the Ninth Circuit found that TMDLs were "an
effective tool for achieving water quality standards in waters
impacted by nonpoint source pollution. ' 15°  In
Dioxin/Organochlorine Center, the appellate court stated that
TMDLs include the "maximum amount of a pollutant which can be
discharged or 'loaded' into the waters at issue from all combined
sources."'15 1  While neither case specifically addressed whether
TMDLs must be established for waters polluted only by nonpoint
sources, the rulings indicated - at least to the Pronsolino court - that
the Ninth Circuit would agree with such a sentiment.'52 As Judge
Alsup stated of the higher court's case law: "In the face of these
statements, it would be difficult for a district court within the Ninth
Circuit to hold that TMDLs were not required for listed rivers and
waters harmed only by nonpoint pollution." '53
The Pronsolino court also looked to legislative history to
support its holding. 154 The court interpreted a House committee
report differently from the plaintiffs, who had argued that the report
showed congressional intent to limit TMDLs to point sources.' The
court noted that while the committee report discussed section 303(d)
and its requirements for point sources, the report also confirmed that
effluent limitations on point sources would not, alone, result in the




Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp .2d at 1347.
146id.
141d. at 1347-49-
14820 F.3d 981 (9th Cir. 1994).
14957 F.3d 1517 (9th Cir. 1995).
""
0
Alaska Center, 20 F.3d at 985.
5'
5
Dioxin/Organochlorine Center, 57 F.3d at 1520.
15
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"non-point sources of pollution are a major contribution to water
quality problems."' 157 Rather than limiting TMDLs to point sources,
this passage from the House report, the court said, "seemed ... to
recognize that mitigation of nonpoint-source pollution would also be
required to meet standards."' 
58
However, the definition of "pollutant" as used in section
303(d) and as defined elsewhere in the Clean Water Act troubled
Judge Alsup. 159 Section 303(d) requires states to establish TMDLs
"for those pollutants which the Administrator identifies . . . as
suitable for such calculation.' 160 The court noted that the EPA had
"identified 'all' pollutants as suitable."' 16 1  The Clean Water Act
defined "pollutant" as "dredged spoil, solid waste, incinerator residue,
sewage, garbage, sewage sludge, munitions, chemical wastes,
biological materials, radioactive materials, heat, wrecked or discarded
equipment, rock, sand, cellar dirt and industrial, municipal, and
agricultural waste discharged into water."' 62 The court noted that the
definition did not include sediment. 63  Yet, the Ninth Circuit had
previously held that sediment was a pollutant, and the legislative
history of the Clean Water Act referred to sediment as a "major
pollutant."'164 Judge Alsup was more concerned with the phrase
"discharged into water" at the end of the statutory definition. 165 The
Act defined "discharge of pollutant" and "discharge of pollutants" as
discharge from a point source. 6 6 If this definition also applied to the
phrase "discharge into water," then TMDLs would have to be
established only for pollutants coming from point sources.167 The
court found the statutory definition ambiguous because it was not
157 Pronsolino, 91 F Supp. 2d at 1349-50 (quoting H.R. Rep- No. 92-911, at 105-06
(1972)). The court quoted the report:
Any required more stringent effluent limitations will be set on the
basis of that reduction in the quantity and quality of the discharge of pollutants
which would be required to make the total discharge load in the receiving
waters from municipal and industrial sources consistent with water quality
standards. This should not be interpreted to mean that such more stringent
industrial and municipal effluent limitations will, in themselves, bring about a
meeting of water quality standards for receiving waters. The Committee
clearly recognize[s] that non-point sources of pollution are a major






6033 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(1)(C) (1994).
161Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1351.
'633 U.S.C. § 1362(6) (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
16
3See Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1351.
'I41d.
165id.
'6See 33 U.S.C. § 1362(12) (1994).
167See Pronsolino, 91 F_ Supp. 2d at 1351. Judge Alsup stated: "One might wonder,
therefore, whether the entire list of statutory pollutants was confined to point sources. If so,
then TMDLs were authorized only for point-source pollutants." Id.
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clear what the phrase "discharged into water" was meant to modify. 68
Either Congress intended the phrase to modify the entire list of
pollutants or only the final phrase "and industrial municipal and
agricultural waste.' ' 69 However, since the Act referred elsewhere to
"nonpoint sources" of "pollutants," the court decided that "to confine
pollutants to point sources .. .would impair the 'comprehensive'
fabric of the Act."' 70 Specifically, the court held that the Act's use of
the term "pollutant" included sediment, whether coming from a point
or nonpoint source.' 7 '
The court next turned to section 319's requirement of
nonpoint-source management programs, including the submission of
a report from each state identifying waters that could not attain or
maintain water quality standards without additional action to control
nonpoint sources. 172 The court rejected the plaintiffs' argument that
the section 319 additions in 1987 "would have been unnecessary and
superfluous" if section 303(d) included nonpoint sources. 7 3 First, the
list of waters required under section 319 did not conflict with or
duplicate the list of impaired waters required under section 303(d),
although there might be some overlap. 174 For example:
A river ruined only or mainly by industrial
waste might make the section 303(d) list - but
only that list - if the best available technology
would be insufficient to meet state standards
and any cleanup of nonpoint contaminants
would make no material difference. In
contrast, a remote river muddied by excessive
logging might make both lists.
75
Second, although section 319 included "newer and stronger
measures to address [nonpoint source pollution]," nonpoint sources
were not ignored in the Act before 1987.176 Indeed, the court noted,
"[t]he phrase 'nonpoint sources of pollution' was prominent in the










'"Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1353.
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plaintiffs' "attempt to infer congressional intent for the 1972 Act from
a later Clean Water Act amendment.'
78
The court had little sympathy for the plaintiffs' argument that
the EPA was attempting to regulate land-use practices by requiring
TlMIDLs for streams polluted with runoff. 17 9 The court noted that
even the EPA agreed that the agency did not have the authority to
encroach on the traditional state power to decide land-use
practices. 80 Indeed, once a TMDL was established, states could
ignore it, although to do so could bring unwanted consequences.181
The court explained:
The 1972 Act was clear that states should
finally decide whether, and to what extent,
land-management practices should be adopted
to mitigate runoff. . . . Under the Act,
California must "incorporate" the TMDL in its
planning. Nothing, however, requires that the
TMDL be uncritically and mechanically
passed through to every relevant parcel of
land. California is free to select whatever, if
any, land-management practices it feels will
achieve the load reductions called for by the
TMDL. California is also free to moderate or
to modify the TMDL reductions, or even
refuse to implement them, in light of
countervailing state interests. Although such
steps might provoke EPA to withhold federal
environmental grant money, California is free
to run the risk.
1 82
A state's decision to implement a TMDL is an act of state
regulation, not "direct federal regulation."' 83 The Act's incentive of
nonpoint-source management grants might influence that decision,
but in the court's view incentives were not the same as regulation.'8
4
The court saw the TMDL issue as a two-step process of establishing,
then implementing, the TMDL.185 Certainly, the EPA had the
authority under the Act to establish a TMDL, but how a state
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decision.'8 6  The court held: "[A]s to whether TMDLs were
authorized in the first place for all substandard rivers and waters,
there is no doubt. They plainly were and remain so today - without
regard to the sources of pollution."181
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE POTENTIAL IMPACT IN KENTUCKY
No federal court with jurisdiction in Kentucky has ruled on
the precise issue in Pronsolino.'88 However, organizations that
represent nonpoint sources of pollution, particularly the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation, are closely watching how state and federal
regulators will treat nonpoint sources in the future. 189 The Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation, for example, is concerned that Pronsolino
and new TMDL regulations promulgated by the EPA in July 2000
indicate a trend toward potentially inflexible mandates for nonpoint
sources.' 90 This analysis explores the extent of nonpoint source
pollution Kentucky, the TMDL program in Kentucky, and the
reaction of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation and others toward
the Pronsolino ruling and what it could portend for farming and other
sources of polluted runoff.
A. Nonpoint Sources in Kentucky
Contaminated runoff is the number one source of water
pollution in Kentucky and is the cause of two-thirds of impairments
to the state's streams and lakes. 19 1 Nonpoint sources pollute about
three times as many miles of streams and rivers in Kentucky as point
sources. 192 Agriculture, resource extraction, improper waste disposal
16Id.
187Pronsolino, 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1356. The court noted that the plaintiffs' complaint
did not raise any other issues as to whether the 303(d) listing of the Garcia River or the specific
TMDL were unlawful. See id. "The complaint did not, for example, challenge the specifics of
the TMDL as arbitrary and capricious." Id. Thus, the defendants' motion for summary
judgment was granted. Id.
iSiSee Tokarz, supra note 7, at 195 (noting that "[s]o far, Kentucky has avoided the
litigation and controversy -- in regard to the TMDL program.").
'89See infra notes 291-98, 326-29 and accompanying text.
'9'See Letters from Rebeckah T. Freeman, Natural Resources Director, Ky. Farm
Bureau Fed'n, to Congressman Ed Whitfield, Congressman Ron Lewis, Congresswoman Anne
Northup, Congressman Ken Lucas, Congressman Harold Rogers, and Congressman Ernie




'See KY. Div. OF WATER, KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM FOR FEDERAL FISCAL YEARS 2000-2005 1-2 (2000) [hereinafter KENTUCKY
NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM].
92
See KY. NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVTL. PROTECTION CABINET, DIV. OF
WATER, 1998 KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS ON WATER QUALITY 13 (Jan. 1999) available
at http://water.nr.state.ky.us/305b/ (last visited Sept. 30, 2000) [hereinafter 1998 KENTUCKY
REPORT TO CONGRESS]-
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and urban runoff are the top four categories contributing to nonpoint
source pollution in rivers and streams.' 93 Other nonpoint sources of
impairment include construction and silviculture.' 94  In lakes, the
main sources of pollution are agricultural runoff, resource extraction,
and land disposal of wastewater. 195 Of those sources, nutrients from
agricultural runoff are the largest contributor to lake 
pollution. 196
However, the full extent of nonpoint source pollution in Kentucky is
not known. Of the state's 89,431 miles of rivers and streams,' 97 only
about 9,800 miles were assessed in 1998.198
The Kentucky Division of Water addresses nonpoint sources
primarily through best management practices, described as "practical
and cost-effective land management practices that ... allow for the
continuation of everyday activities while reducing or preventing
nonpoint source pollution."' 99  The goals of the state's nonpoint
source control program are to protect water quality, abate nonpoint
source threats, and restore degraded streams and lakes so that they
meet water quality standards.' 0 To achieve these goals, the agency
has emphasized voluntary adoption of best management practices;20'
however, newly enacted statutes that impose requirements on farmers
and loggers represent a shift toward mandatory compliance with
BVPs.2 °2
The Kentucky Agriculture Water Quality Act, enacted by the
Kentucky General Assembly in 1994, requires owners of ten or more
contiguous acres used for agriculture or silviculture, to develop and
implement a water quality plan by October 23, 2001, to protect
t 3
See KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, supra note 193, at
27-28.
1'41d. at 27.
" id. at 28.
196See KY. DEP'T FOR ENVTL PROTECTION, DIV. OF WATER, 1998 303(d) LIST OF
WATERS FOR KENTUCKY 18 (June 22, 1998) available at http://water.nr.state.ky.us/303D/ (last
visited Sept. 9, 2000) [hereinafter 1998 303(d) LIST OF WATERS FOR KENTUCKY].
'97See KY. DIV. OF WATER, AN OVERVIEW OF KENTUCKY'S WATERS 1 (2000)
available at http://water.nr.state.ky.us/dow/dwover.htm (last visited Sept. 30, 2000) [hereinafter
OVERVIEW OF KENTUCKY'S WATERS].
'"See 1998 303(d) LIST OF WATERS FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 198, at 18 (stating
that 9,861 miles of streams were assessed). See also 1998 KENTUCKY REPORT TO CONGRESS,
supra note 194, at 2 (stating that 9,232 miles of streams were assessed by the Kentucky
Division of Water and the Ohio River's 664 miles along the border of Kentucky were assessed
by the Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission).
'g9See KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, supra note 193, at
2.
2 d. at 8.
2t1
See OVERVIEW OF KENTUCKY'S WATERS, supra note 199, at 4 (describing best
management practices as voluntary).
2°2See Kentucky Agriculture Water Quality Act, KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 224.71-
100 to -140 (Banks-Baldwin 1999). See also Kentucky Forest Conservation Act, KY. REV.
STAT. ANN. §§ 149.330-.355 (Banks-Baldwin 1999).
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streams and lakes from nonpoint source pollution.20 3 Compliance is
more than voluntary. Although landowners can choose from a
variety of BMPs, they must choose something. 204  If they do not
develop and implement a water quality plan, they will become
subject to a "bad actor" clause in the statute that would disqualify
them from a state-funded agricultural cost-share program. 205 They
also risk civil penalties.20 6
The Kentucky Forest Conservation Act, enacted in 1998,
imposes requirements on commercial timber harvesters.20 7 Effective
July 15, 2000, timber harvesting must be conducted with a certified
"master logger" on site and must follow BMPs defined by the state
Division of Forestry.208  Violators receive four chances209 to correct
problems before penalties of up to $1,000 for each violation will be
imposed.210 Also, the state Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet could issue an emergency order that would stop
logging activities that pose an imminent and substantial danger to the
public or to wildlife.2 11
Much of the state's work in controlling nonpoint source
pollution is funded through section 319 grants.212 From 1990 through
1999, Kentucky received more than $16 million in federal section
319 grants.213 Initially, those grants focused on education and
"technology transfer," meaning training programs. 2 14 Later, the focus
shifted to BMP demonstration projects.2 15 By the late 1990s, less
grant money was going to demonstration projects and more was
2 3
See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.71-120 (Banks-Baldwin 1999). See also
KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, supra note 193, at 52-53 (stating the
deadline for developing and implementing the plan).
2
04See KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, supra note 193, at
52-53. 20
S5ee KY- REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.71-130(2) (Banks-Baldwin 1999).
sw6See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.71-130(3) (Banks-Baldwin 1999).207See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 149.330(5) (Banks-Baldwin 1999). See also
KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, supra note 193, at 53-55.
2
'See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 149.342(1) (Banks-Baldwin 1999). See also KY.
REV. STAT. ANN. § 149.344(1) (Banks-Baldwin 1999) (requiring "appropriate best management
practices").2
°See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 149.344(3)-(6) (Banks-Baldwin 1999). A logger or
operator who fails to comply first receives a written warning, then an opportunity for an
informal conference, then a notice of violation, then a special order mandating compliance. See
id. See also KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, supra note 193, at 54.
2
'°See KY. REV. STAT. ANN, § 149.348 (Banks-Baldwin 1999).21
'See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 149.344(6) (Banks-Baldwin 1999). See also
KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, supra note 193, at 54.2
'




1d. at 24. See also id. at 9 (naming the Kentucky Master Logger Program and
Agriculture Water Quality Act training as examples of "technology transfer").
21
5
See id. at 24. Examples of demonstration projects include equine nutrient
management, poultry litter/dead bird composting, and on-site wastewater constructed wetlands.
See id.
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funneled to watershed remediation projects "targeted to smaller
geographic areas and.., more holistic in nature. ' ,21
6 The watershed
approach has been more successful. 217 A state report notes: "The
opportunity to document reductions in [nonpoint source] pollution
has increased as these newer watershed projects have better
monitoring strategies, more detailed Quality Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC) Plans, more comprehensive BIIP Implementation
Plans, and more technical support from [the state]."
2 8 In addition,
outreach and education programs will continue to be needed.
2'9 As
the Division of Water has noted, "Instilling a sense of personal
responsibility for contributing to [nonpoint source] pollution will
continue to be a challenge."
220
B. Kentucky's TMDL Program
1. National Wildlife Federation Report
By one measure, Kentucky's TMDL program, if not an
unqualified success, at least outpaces most of the country.
221 The
National Wildlife Federation, a nonprofit conservation and education
organization based in Virginia, examined the TMDL program in all
fifty states 222 and found that most states had done little to comply
with the Clean Water Act's TMDL requirement.
223 The organization
gave each state a letter grade "indicating how well they are cleaning
up their waterways" based on each state's TMDL 
program. 224
Nineteen states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico earned a
failing grade, with nineteen additional states and the Virgin Islands
earning a grade of "D., 225 Kentucky was one of only six states to
earn a grade of "B., 2 26  No state earned an "A.,
22 7  However,
216Jd.
2"KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, supra note 193, at 24.
211d.
2 91d. at 68.
201d.
22lSee POLLUTION PARALYSIS II, supra note 17, at 2.
2'The report also analyzed TMDLs in the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands. Id. at 2.
223d. at 1. The report refers to TMDLs as "watershed restoration plans" and notes:
"[M]ost states are still not properly using these watershed restoration plans to clean up their
waterways, and the extent and severity of the pollution in our nation's rivers, lakes, and coasts -




126POLLUTION PARALYSIS 1H, supra note 17, at 2. States were graded on thirty-six
criteria divided into seven categories: minimum EPA standards, public participation, listing,
delisting, prioritization, scheduling, and development/implementation status. Id. at 15. Failure
to meet any of the EPA's minimum criteria for naming impaired water bodies, identifying
pollutants causing impairment, targeting and prioritizing impaired water bodies for TMDL
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Kentucky was not among the five states that reported attainment of
water quality standards as a result of TMDL development.228
Overall, the states' "dismal results show that with the exception of a
few states, there is little commitment on the part of state agencies to
develop, implement, and enforce cleanup plans, so that all sources of
pollution are prevented and controlled.
2 29
The National Wildlife Federation's report noted that while
Kentucky's TMDL program focuses heavily on correcting point
source discharges, the state is beginning to implement TMDLs that
address nonpoint sources. 230  The report listed the top five causes of
impairments to Kentucky's streams and lakes as pathogens, nutrients,
organic enrichment/low dissolved oxygen, siltation, and pH."' The
report's main criticism of Kentucky's program targeted staffing:
"While the state has made strides in the TMDL program, Kentucky
needs to devote more personnel to the program in order to address all
impairments in a timely manner."
232
2. Kentucky's 1998 303(d) List
Kentucky has developed, and the EPA has approved, TMDLs
covering thirty stream segments and one lake.233 In addition, TMDLs
are under development for eleven stream segments in the Fleming
development, and developing a comprehensive TMDL schedule earned an automatic F. Id.
The other six categories were each allocated 16.67 points for a total of 100 points. Id States
that earned a grade of"B" met the EPA minimum requirements, received full EPA approval of
their 1998 section 303(d) list of impaired waters, and scored from 75 to 89 points. Id.
Kentucky scored 76 points. Id. at 47.
"'Id. at 2. The National Wildlife Federation gave six states a grade of "C." Id.
228M. at 20. The five states that reported attainment of water quality standards as a
result of TMDL development were North Carolina, Arizona, California, Nevada, and West
Virginia. Id.2291d. at 11.
23°Id. at 47.
21'POLLUTION PARALYSIS 11, supra note 17, at 47. The report defines the
impairments. Id. at 87-88. Pathogens are "disease-producing agents, such as viruses, bacteria,
or other organisms." Id. at 88. Nutrients from agricultural runoff, urban runoff, sewage,
leaking septic systems, and other sources can lead to "eutrophication," or blooms of algae that
consume oxygen in the water and can kill fish. Id. Low dissolved oxygen can kill fish or
impair fish reproduction. Id. at 87. Siltation comes from "[alny activity that disturbs soil...
[and] can clog fish gills, suffocate insect larvae on the bottom, and fill in spaces on the bottom
where fish lay eggs." Id. at 88. Finally, if the water's pH is too acidic, reproduction cannot
occur. Id.
MId. at 47.
233See KY. Dtv. OF WATER, KENTUCKY'S TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOAD available
at http://water.nr.state.ky.us/dow/tmdl.htm (last visited Dec. 19, 2000) (listing approved
TMDLs for South Fork Red River, Sand Lick Fork, Stump Cave Branch, Elijah Creek,
Gunpowder Creek, Upper Cumberland River (includes sixteen stream segments), North Fork
Kentucky River and selected tributaries, Chenoweth Run, East Fork Little Sandy River, Harrods
Creek, Floyds Fork, Neweombe Creek, Brier Creek, Baughman Fork, unnamed tributary to
South Fork Russell Creek, and Taylorsville Lake).
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Creek watershed and Little Bayou Creek.234 Much work remains to
be done. Kentucky's 1998 section 303(d) list includes 196 stream
segments, totaling more than 2,592 miles, and thirty-four lakes that
are impaired.235 Of those, 104 stream segments and six lakes do not
support one or more of the following designated uses: aquatic life,
fish consumption, drinking water, and/or swimming.2 3 6 Those stream
segments and lakes are listed as "first priority" waters chosen for
23early TMDL development. 7 The schedule for developing those
TMDLs is tied to Kentucky's watershed framework, a system of
analyzing water quality in five basin management units during five-
year cycles. 238 For "first priority" waters, TMDLs will be developed
within the first five years of any particular watershed cycle.
239
"Second priority" waters are those that partially support their
designated uses; Kentucky's 1998 303(d) list contains sixty-six
stream segments and twenty-seven lakes ranked as "second
priority., 240  The Division of Water plans to complete TMDL
development for all listed waters in 2011.241
3. Waters Impaired Only by Nonpoint Sources
The universe of impaired waters expands significantly when
streams and lakes that have not been listed for TMDL development
are added.242 A more recent report than the 1998 section 303(d) list
tallies 280 stream segments totaling 3,472 miles and thirty-five lakes
as impaired by nonpoint sources of pollution.243 Seventy-two percent
of the stream miles, or a total of 2,496 miles, are impaired by
nonpoint sources, with no point sources assessed. 2 4 Thirty-three of
the thirty-five lakes are impaired by nonpoint sources, with no point
sources assessed.245
2341d.




2381d. at 10. The basin units are the Kentucky River Basin; the Salt and Licking
River Basins; the Cumberland, Tennessee, and Mississippi River Basins; the Green and
Tradewater River Basins, and the Big Sandy, Little Sandy, and Tygarts River Basins. See id. at
10. 23 '1d. at 18.
2'41998 303(d) LIST OF WATERS FOR KENTUCKY, stdpra note 198, at 18.
'4 lid. at 21.
242
See KY. NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVTL. PROTECTION CABINET & UNIV. OF
KY. COLLEGE OF AGRIC., KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE ASSESSMENT REPORT I (March
1999) [hereinafter KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE ASSESSMENT REPORT].243
/d.
241/d. at 7-286. The tables listed in the report list streams and lakes impacted by
nonpoint sources; many were also impaired by point sources. The authors created a spreadsheet
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Land disposal of wastes - mainly from septic tanks - has the
greatest impact of all nonpoint sources on streams, polluting 1,253
miles of waterways. 246 Urban runoff is the next-largest nonpoint
source of pollution, impairing 1,110 miles of streams.247 Other large
categories of nonpoint pollution include agriculture, which impacts
984 miles,248 and resource extraction, which impairs 922 miles.249 As
for lakes, the largest category of nonpoint pollution is "source
unknown," which impacts 17 lakes. 250 Agriculture sources impair 13
lakes.25'
C. Reaction to Pronsolino
1. The Kentucky Division of Water
The state's philosophy has been to develop TMDLs for
impaired waters no matter the source of pollution, even if a stream or
lake is polluted only by nonpoint sources.252 Jack Wilson, director of
the Kentucky Division of Water, explained the agency's policy:
If you're going to solve the problem, you have
to look at all the causes. If those causes are
solely point source or solely nonpoint source,
you have to consider them, or if a
combination, you have to consider the
combination. For twenty-seven years now,
whatever it is, as a nation we have put the
emphasis on point sources, and cleaning up
point source pollution. That's where you could
get the biggest bang for the buck. We've spent
those bucks and now we have to look at the
nonpoint or diffuse pollution. We've known
for that same twenty-seven years that that was
going to be harder, less popular. Anybody can
take on industry or a big city, but it's a lot
2
4"1d. at 327-30.
247 Ky. NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVTL. PROTECTION CABINET & UNIV. OF KY.
COLLEGE OF AGRIC., KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE ASSESSMENT REPORT I, 328 (March
1999) [hereinafter KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE ASSESSMENT REPORT].241ld. at 327.
1491d. at 328.
.../d. at 331.251
1d.25 2Telephone interview with Jack Wilson, Director, Ky. Div. of Water (Sept. 27,
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harder to take on your neighbor or admit that
as a citizen you're a part of the problem.253
Kentucky's TMDL for Taylorsville Lake in Spencer County
and the proposed TMDL for the Fleming Creek watershed in Fleming
County are examples of the state's philosophy.254 Both are polluted
mainly by nonpoint sources: 1) Nutrient enrichment from
concentrated animal holding areas and erosion of phosphorous-rich
soils pollutes Taylorsville Lake;255 and 2) Dairy cattle waste pollutes
Fleming Creek. 256 The state plans to implement the TMDLs for both
the lake and the creek by using best management practices.
257
In Taylorsville Lake, nutrient enrichment problems has "led
to fish kills and hypereutrophic conditions., 258 The state plans to
address the pollution by modeling the lake "to determine the amount
of nutrients it can assimilate without adverse effects. '" 259 The state-
also will use nonpoint source controls, education programs, and BMP
demonstration projects to "abate or prevent water quality degradation
in both surface and groundwater."' 6  The state received $905,000
from 1991 through 1993 to implement BMPs. 2 6 I That money was in
addition to more $1 million that already has been spent "to implement
BMPs to treat wastewater from concentrated animal management
areas on dairy farms .... These BMPs were a first step in reducing
nutrient input to streams in the watershed., 262 Also, a "Riparian Area
Demonstration project" funded in May 1996 established nonpoint
source water quality plans for ten dairy farmers in the watershed; the
plans "define the riparian areas, detail fencing systems and facilitate
rotational grazing., 263 The state also expects to implement BMPs to
prevent soil erosion and to follow up all of the BMPs with monitoring
to determine how well the programs were working.
264
Fleming Creek, which drains 61,670 acres in northeastern
Kentucky, contains eighty-five dairy feedlots. 265 The state estimates
that "1.7 million cubic feet of animal waste has the potential to be
washed into area streams annually from dairies alone, resulting in
Z3id.2 4





571d at 4, 8.
'sId. at 8.







2641998 303(d) LIST OF WATERS FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 198, at 8.
26'd. at 4.
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water quality degradation. '" 266 The state took water samples from the
creek before implementing BMPs and plans to take more samples
after BMPs are put into place.267 The state also will compare land use
before and after BMPs are implemented.26
8 BMPs that have been
used in the watershed "include riparian area protection zones, riparian
exclusion zones, waste storage ponds and tanks, stackpads, and filter
strips."
269
Farmers and the agriculture industry are more willing than in
the past to become part of the solution to Kentucky's water pollution
problems. 270 Wilson explained:
In the 1970s, no one was willing to take on
agriculture. I think agriculture is more willing
to see that they are a contributor today than
they may have been years ago. But ... they
don't want to take the whole blame, and they
shouldn't, because they're not solely
responsible. But agriculture is a significant
portion of the problem and must take
responsibility for correcting that portion.
271
2. Impact on Land Use
One researcher, who has followed the Pronsolino decision
closely and the EPA's evolving treatment of TMDLs, predicts "dire
implications" if the ruling were adopted in Kentucky and if such a
ruling were to override the Kentucky Agriculture Water Quality Act
or the Kentucky Forest Conservation Act.272 Jefferson G. Edgens, a
natural resources policy specialist at the University of Kentucky who
works with farmers and loggers, believes Pronsolino marks a trend
that could lead to the EPA becoming a "de facto land planning
agency. It can override all state decisions regarding natural resources





2691998 303(d) LIST OF WATERS FOR KENTUCKY, supra note 198, at 4-5.
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E-mail from Jefferson G. Edgens, Natural Resources Policy Specialist, University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, and Assistant Professor, Department of Forestry,
University of Kentucky (Oct. 9, 2000) (on file with authors).2 73
1d.
200 1-02]
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It would devastate eastern Kentucky .... It
would slap them with restrictions as to how
much sediment can be released into water. It
would force mining and forestry operations to
cease and desist, change their practices that,
for some, would be cost-prohibitive .... [The
EPA] could not only override the [Kentucky
Agriculture Water Quality and Forest
Conservation] Acts, it would.., force forestry
to make decisions that either go counter to
existing BMP standards they have to follow
and/or place much of the forest industries out
of business - the sawyers, saw mills,
loggers.2 74
Kentucky's policy of establishing TMDLs for lakes and
streams impacted by nonpoint sources has not led to permits for
loggers, farmers, coal mining operations and other nonpoint sources,
but farmers worry that permits could be the next step.275 A permit
system would be unworkable for nonpoint sources:
BMPs work as long as everything's going fine.
But if you have a major storm event, you'll
swamp the best of BMPs, generally. And if
you swamp a BMP, and it's under permit and it
has an exceedance, what are you going to do
to the industry? My argument is they've done
everything they can. ... The problem you're
going to have is there's a violation, now what
are you going to do to silviculture? Come
back and say, "They're not doing enough"?
Fine them based on pound per sediment?
276
Finally, Edgens argues that "EPA's efforts to tightly regulate
sediment runoff are controversial as a matter of sound science"
because some sediment in streams and lakes comes from natural
processes such as "stream bank erosion and air-blown particles." '277
Thus, "[l]andowners often find themselves held responsible for
27 4
Telephone interview with Jefferson G. Edgens, Natural Resources Policy
Specialist, University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, and Assistant Professor,





7jefferson G. Edgens, Farmer Challenges EPA 's Authority Under Clean Water Act,
ENV'T NEWS, (Jan. 2000) available at http://www.heartland.org/environment/jan00/farmer.htm
(last visited Oct, 8, 2000).
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sediment coming from background sources. As the Pronsolinos
discovered, landowners can be required to make deep cutbacks in
their land use activities in order to make up for background sediment
loadings over which they have no control. 2 78 Phosphorous is one
example of a naturally occurring pollutant for which farmers would
take the blame after Pronsolino:
279
If we don't have the monitoring data pre-
Pronsolino that can say this sediment is
"background" . . . it works a hardship on
farmers. Any total maximum daily load, or
TMDL, established without determining the
background holds a farmer to an impossible
standard. Since a margin of safety is part of a
TMDL, at least three problems result: 1.)
farmers would be required to reduce more
phosphorous than they contribute; . . . 2.)
downstream farmers might have to reduce
more than upstream counterparts; 3.) not all
farming operations would be treated equally
and some would be faced with ceasing
operations whether a "bad actor" or not.28°
3. Impact on Coal Mining
A Pronsolino-type ruling in Kentucky would affect coal
mining, which can pollute waterways with siltation, acid mine
drainage, and toxic metals. 281 Overall, nonpoint source pollution
from resource extraction impairs 921.9 miles of streams, or eighty-
five stream segments.282 Of those streams, 97.4 miles or ten stream
segments are impaired by surface or subsurface mining.283 Acid mine
drainage impairs 90.3 miles of streams, or twenty stream segments.
284
Resource extraction impairs six lakes.
285
TMDLs "can significantly impact mineral development.
Future development and discharges could be prohibited for a
278d.
279E-mail from Jefferson G. Edgens, Natural Resources Policy Specialist, University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, and Assistant Professor, Department of Forestry,




'See KY. ENVTL. QUALITY COMM'N, 1996-97 STATE OF KENTUCKY'S
ENVIRONMENT, WATER QUALITY REPORT 2, (March 1997).
.
2
See KENTUCKY NONPOINT SOURCE ASSESSMENT REPORT, supra note 244, at 328.
283d.
.8 1d. at 331.
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waterway which has already reached its TMDL. '2 86 Coal mining
operations and other mineral development industries would have to
compete with other nonpoint sources to discharge pollutants into
streams and lakes.287 As one writer has stated, "The balancing of
environmental, economic, science, industrial, agricultural, and
mineral interests with designated water uses appears to be one of the
greatest challenges yet to be faced.
'2 88
4. Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation
The Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, a nonprofit
organization with 80,000 members in farming and silviculture, agrees
with the plaintiffs in Pronsolino that implementation of TMDLs is a
job best left to the states, not the EPA.28 9 The federation believes
Kentucky's "proactive" stance in addressing nonpoint sources means
that the 6th Circuit is unlikely to interfere with Kentucky's TMDL
program:
290
They would be hard-pressed to justify EPA
needing to come in because our Division of
Water has been so proactive compared to other
states in getting their job done, in answering
the requirements of the Clean Water Act and
doing the programs that EPA would like them
to do or require them to do.... They'd have a
tough time saying "Come on in," despite the
fact that Kentucky has a Division of Water
that's proactive, despite the fact that [Kentucky
has] the Agriculture Water Quality Act, and
despite the fact that [Kentucky has] a good
percentage of waterways evaluated and is
doing TMDLs for them compared to the rest
of the nation .... 291
However, the federation worries that farmers eventually
might have to obtain a permit, similar to the NPDES permit for point
sources, to operate a farm adjacent to an impaired stream or lake.292
286
rokarz, supra note 7, at 204.287see id.
289
Telephone interview with Rebeckah Freeman, Natural Resources Director, Ky.





1d. Freeman warns that the current focus on TMDLs for nonpoint sources could
have ramifications beyond farming and silviculture: "As more and more citizens start to be
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The federation argues that such a move on the EPA's part would
undermine efforts to educate farmers about nonpoint source problems
and the state's efforts to address those problems.
293  It would
undermine "that entire process of trying to bring people along and
creat[ing] an awareness. 2 94 The federation is most concerned about
a final rule on TMDLs, promulgated by the EPA in July 2000, that
tightens the requirements for nonpoint sources.
295  For farmers, the
EPA's action is "a runaway train" that rolls over the states' authority
to regulate nonpoint sources.
296
V. EPA'S FINAL RULE ON TM4DLs
A. Summary of the Rule
On July 11, 2000, EPA Administrator Carol Browner signed
a final rule that specifically required TMDLs to be written for waters
regardless of the source of pollution. 297 The EPA cited the Pronsolino
ruling to support its argument that "the requirement to identify and
establish TMDLs for waterbodies exists regardless of whether the
waterbody is impaired by point sources, nonpoint sources or a
combination of both. ''298 The rule requires more comprehensive lists
of impaired waters and develops a ten-year schedule for the
establishment of TMDLs, a schedule that could be extended for
another five years where necessary.299
Implementation plans are "the most important aspect" of the
rule because "[w]ithout implementation, TMDLs are merely paper
plans to attain water quality standards. ' 3°0 Under the new rule,
implementation plans will vary depending on whether streams or
lakes are impaired by point sources, nonpoint sources or both.
30 ' For
point sources requiring an NPDES permit, the implementation plan
affected... eventually it's going to come down to the average suburbanite who thinks they're an
environmentalist and finds out they're not so great." Id.293
Telephone interview with Rebeckah Freeman, Natural Resources Director, Ky.





See TMDL Rule, supra note 14, at 43,586. Although the rule was published on
July 13, 2000, EPA Administrator Carol Browner signed it on July 11, 2000. See Testimony of
J. Charles Fox, Assistant Administrator for Water, U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, Before the
Subeomm. on Oversight, Investigations, and Emergency Management, Comm. on
Transportation and Infrastructure, U.S. House of Representatives I available at
http://www.epa.gov/owow/tmdl/finalrule/testimony.htm] (last visited July 27, 2000)
[hereinafter Testimony of J. Charles Fox].
291ITMDL Rule at 43,622.
'9
2
See id. at 43,586.
'( id. at 43,625.3
"l/d. at 43,591.
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will rely primarily on those permits, which will have effluent limits
consistent with the TMDL.3 °2  For nonpoint sources, the
implementation plan will identify source categories that will
implement load allocations established in the TMDL.30 3 The plan for
nonpoint sources must also include a description of "specific
regulatory or voluntary actions, including management measures"
and "will reflect performance expectations of these measures over
time. 00 4 Finally, implementation plans for nonpoint sources must
include a schedule for implementing management measures or other
controls within five years "when implementation within that period is
practicable.030 5 For blended sources, or waters impaired by point
sources and other sources, the implementation plan must include "all
of the elements applicable to these sources."
30 6
The EPA issued a summary comparing the provisions in the
final rule to previous TMDL requirements and labeled the
comparison "Top Dozen Reasons Why the New TMDL Regulations
Will Be Better Than Current Regulations":
30 7
1. TMDL Implementation plans - A Road
Map for Restoring Polluted Waters:
New Rules: require that a TMDL
include an implementation plan that defines
specific steps to be taken to restore polluted
waters on a specific schedule.
Current Rules: do not require
implementation plans.
2. New Commitments to Reducing
Nonpoint Pollution:
New Rules: require that
implementation plans provide a
demonstration, or "reasonable assurance," that
measures to reduce pollution from nonpoint
sources will be implemented.
Current Rules: do not require specific
commitments to reduce nonpoint pollution and
do not include requirement to demonstrate
"reasonable assurance" of implementation.






Testimony of J. Charles Fox, supra note 299, at 9-1 I.
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3. Schedules for Attaining Water Quality
Standards:
New Rules: implementation plans
must identify a date by which the State expects
that water quality standards will be attained
and this date must reflect a goal of meeting
water quality standards within 10 years of
establishment of the TMDL whenever
attainment within this period is practicable.
Current Rules: do not address
schedules for attainment of water quality
standards.
4. Schedules for Developing TMDLs:
New Rules: States must develop
TMDLs as expeditiously as practicable, evenly
paced over the duration of the schedule, but
not later than 10 years after July 10, 2000, or
10 years after the date of listing for waters
listed after that date; if establishment of
TMvIDLs on this schedule is not practicable in a
given State, this schedule may be extended by
up to 5 years.
Current Rules: require that States set
priorities and identify those TMDLs that they
expect to develop over the next two years
only.
5. Schedules for Implementing Pollution
Control Measures:
New Rules: require that a schedule
provide for implementing controls within 5
years when practicable.
Current Rules: do not address
schedules for implementing nonpoint source
controls.
6. EPA Backstop of TMDLs:
New Rules: EPA must develop
TMDLs where a TMDL submitted to EPA is
disapproved; EPA must develop a TMDL
where a State fails to make substantial
progress under an approved schedule; EPA
must complete a TMDL within 2 years after
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State failure. EPA may extend this period by
up to an additional 2 years if the Administrator
determines there is a compelling need for more
time. EPA will give public notice of any such
extensions.
Current Rules: EPA must develop
TMDLs only where a TMDL submitted to
EPA is disapproved.
7. Comprehensive Listing of Polluted
Waters:
New Rules: require a comprehensive
listing of a State's polluted waters, including
waters needing TMDLs, waters impaired by
pollution, polluted waters with completed
TMDLs, and polluted waters where existing
controls will meet water quality standards
before the next list in [sic] submitted (i.e.
within 4 years).
Current Rules: lists include only
waters impaired by pollutants and still needing
a TMDL.
8. Priority for Drinking Water and
Threatened/Endangered Species:
New Rules: require that States identify
waters where the problem pollutant is causing,
or threatens to cause a drinking water system
to violate a drinking water standard or where
the waterbody supports threatened or
endangered species and requires that these
waters be given a higher priority unless the
State explains why a different priority is
appropriate.
Current Rules: do not address
drinking water problems or threatened or
endangered species.
9. EPA Backstop of State Lists of Polluted
Waters and Schedules:
New Rules: EPA is required to
establish lists of polluted waters and schedules
for TMDL development where EPA
disapproves the list/schedule and where a State
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does not submit a list/schedule by April 1 of
2002 and every 4 years thereafter.
Current Rules: EPA is only required
to establish a list of polluted waters where a
State list (which does not include a schedule)
is submitted to EPA and EPA disapproves the
list.
10. Expanded Public Involvement:
New Rules: require for the first time
that States provide the public with notice, and
an opportunity for review and comment, on
lists of polluted waters (including
methodologies) and modifications to these
lists; also requires notice and opportunity for
comment on TMDLs.
Current Rules: only require States to
provide notice on TMDLs in accordance with
States [sic] procedures; require EPA to
provide notice when EPA establishes lists and
TIvMDLs.
11. Improved Water Quality Information
and Greater Consistency of Data:
New Rules: require States to develop a
methodology for assessing the health of waters
and listing polluted waters including
involvement of public and EPA. Give States
the flexibility to combine two existing reports
of polluted waters [under sections 305(b) and
303(d) of the Clean Water Act] of [sic] they
wish to do so.
Current Rules: information
concerning methods is among other
documentation to be submitted.
12. New EPA Authority for Permit
Issuance in Waters with TMIDLs:
New Rules: Give EPA a new
mechanism to object to and reissue expired
State NPDES permits for waters not meeting
water quality standards.
Current Rules: EPA has no procedural
mechanism to assure that expired NPDES
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permits that need to be reissued in order to
implement a TMDL are reissued. °8
B. Political Fallout
The EPA rushed to sign the final rule to circumvent a
legislative rider that had been inserted into a congressional spending
bill to block the TMDL final rule.3 09 The rider prohibited the EPA
from spending fiscal year 2001 money on implementing the rule.
310
The EPA did not totally avoid the spending prohibition; the agency
delayed the effective date of the final TMDL rule until October 1,
2001, 31 "effectively honoring the spending injunction imposed by
Congress."3 12 In retaliation for the EPA's haste in signing the final
rule, some members of Congress have "threatened that a rewrite of
the [Clean Water Act] was essential after the 2000 national
election."
3 13
Two Senate bills introduced in the 106th Congress sought to
undermine the new TMDL rule before the rule was signed.314 Senate
Bill 2417 required two studies.3 15 The National Academy of Sciences
would study "the scientific basis underlying the development and
implementation of total maximum daily loads.., and the availability
and effectiveness of alternative programs or mechanisms in
producing quantifiable reductions of pollution from point sources and
nonpoint sources to achieve water quality standards." 31 6  The
National Academy of Public Administrators would study "the
effectiveness of existing voluntary and other programs, activities, and
practices being implemented.., in producing quantifiable reductions
in pollution from point sources and nonpoint sources and attaining
water quality standards" and also would examine the costs and
3
09See Press Release from U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, Clinton-Gore
Administration Moves Forward on Clean-Water Plan, available at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/ (last visited Sept 9, 2000) [hereinafter Press Release
from U.S. Envil. Protection Agency). See also Testimony of J. Charles Fox, supra note 299, at
8 (stating that President Clinton "had no choice but to sign" the appropriations bill that
contained the rider).
3"'See Rena 1. Steinzor, The Corruption of Civic Environmentalism, 30 ENVTL. L.
REP. 10,909, 10,915 (Oct. 2000).
31'See Press Release from U.S. Envtl. Protection Agency, supra note 311 (stating the
effective date for the final TMDL rule coincides with the end of the congressional funding
delay).
3
12See Steinzor, supra note 312, at 10,915.1
i]d.
"4See generally id. at 10,915-16 (discussing legislation that would undermine the
TMDL rule).
"'See S. 2417, 106th Cong. § 4 (2000).
316
1d. See also H.R. 4502, 106th Cong. § 3 (2000) (calling for a similar study by the
National Academy of Sciences).
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benefits of those programs. 317 The original bill would have required
the EPA to delay the final rule on TMDLs until the two studies were
completed; however, the bill passed the Senate after EPA
Administrator Browner signed the final rule, so that language became
moot.
318
Senate Bill 2441, also called the Fishable Waters Act of
2000, would emphasize a "voluntary, non-regulatory, incentive-
based 3 19 process by which "watershed councils" in each state would
develop plans to protect, restore and enhance fisheries.320 The bill
would grant federal oversight of the watershed councils to the
Secretary of Agriculture and the Department of the Interior, not to the
EPA.321
Within days after the final rule was published in the Federal
Register, House Bill 4922, also called the "TMDL Regulatory
Accountability Act of 2000," was introduced to ensure "adequate
public and congressional analysis and review" of the rule.322 The
EPA opposed the bill as unnecessary because it would "essentially
require EPA and others to spend the next year reviewing and
reanalyzing virtually all aspects of the new TMDL regulations.
3 23
The Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation has fought the final
TMDL rule and has described the new regulations as "seriously
flawed. 3 24 The federation believes the rule will have "a crippling
impact on agricultural activities and individual farm, forestry and
ranch operations nationwide."3 5  The rule is "technically
unworkable" and will "add enormous financial burdens on the farm
economy and state environmental protection agencies."326  The
federation has summarized its concerns:
1) the lack of quality data and sound science
on which to develop non-point TMDLs; 2) the
failure to allow flexibility at the state and local
317S. 2417, 106th Congress §4 (2000).
3" 8See S. 2417, 106th Cong. § 6 (2000). The bill was referred to the House
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure on Oct. 11, 2000, without section 6.
""S. 2441, 106th Cong. § 2 (2000).
3"OSee S. 2441, 106th Cong. § 3 (2000).32 1See Steinzor, supra note 312, at 10,916 (noting that one journalist termed this end
run around the EPA a "direct slap" at the EPA).322H.R. 4922, 106th Cong. (2000).323Testimony of J. Charles Fox, supra note 299, at 8. Fox noted that the EPA had
"spent almost four years developing the final TMDL rule, doing extensive analysis, and
listening to and addressing numerous comments." Id.324Letters from Rebeekah T. Freeman, Natural Resources Director, Ky. Farm Bureau
Fed'n, to Congressman Ed Whitfield, Congressman Ron Lewis, Congresswoman Anne
Northup, Congressman Ken Lucas, Congressman Harold Rogers, and Congressman Ernie
Fletcher 1 (Aug. 21, 2000) (on file with authors).3251d.3261d.
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levels that will give us the ability to address
agricultural non-point management priorities;
3) the lack of financial resources and technical
assistance, which will impose enormous costs
on producers; and 4) the unrealistic time
frames, prescriptive requirements and rigid
oversight for developing and implementing
TMDLs.327
VI. CONCLUSION
The Pronsolino decision and the EPA's final TMDL rule
represent a regime of increasingly tougher rules for nonpoint sources.
For environmental organizations such as the National Wildlife
Federation, the changes represent a long-overdue swing of the
pendulum away from the political power of agribusiness and the
logging industry toward a meaningful effort to clean up the nation's
waters. 328  But for Kentucky farmers, loggers - even, perhaps,
homeowners who spread lawn chemicals every summer to encourage
a thick turf - the new attention of the EPA and the courts on nonpoint
sources is something to worry about. Several years before the
Pronsolino ruling and the final TMDL rule, one commentator
predicted the uncertainty that nonpoint sources would face:
[N]onpoint source pollution has become the
dominant water quality problem in the United
States .... It is no secret to any observer of
the Clean Water Act that the primary reason
for this mushrooming problem is the fact that
while other sources have been abated through
required controls and their enforcement, no
comparable controls of enforcement have been
applied to agriculture, silviculture, and the rest
of the nonpoint world. Enter, now, TMDLs,
with the potential for specific, quantified load
allocations (i.e., reductions) from nonpoint
sources. The nonpoint world quakes. And
reacts.329
If not exactly quaking, nonpoint sources of pollution in




See POLLUTION PARALYSIS II, supra note 17, at 2.329
Houck, supra note 10, at 10,399.
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TMDL rule will mean for them. Far from settling anything, the
Pronsolino decision adds to the uncertain regulatory future for
Kentucky's nonpoint sources.

